Image inpainting was historically done manually by painters for removing defect from paintings and photographs. Fill the region of missing information from a signal using surrounding information and re-form signal is the basic work of inpainting algorithms. Here in this paper we have studied and reviewed many different algorithms present for doing image inpainting and explain their approach. We have briefly explain some algorithms for video inpainting applications. This paper contain work done in the field of image inpainting and guide newcomers who are willing to work in image inpainting field.
INTRODUCTION
"Inpainting is the process of reconstructing lost or deteriorated parts of images and videos. For instance, in the case of a valuable painting, this task would be carried out by a skilled image restoration artist. In the digital world, inpainting (also known as image interpolation or video interpolation) refers to the application of sophisticated algorithms to replace lost or corrupted parts of the image data (mainly small regions or to remove little defects." [29] .
There are many applications of image inpainting. It can be used in cinema and photography for "restoration", for removing effects like scratches, dust spot from images (called deterioration). It can also be used for removing some object from image or removing red eye removal. Image denoising is famous problem in image processing field. Image inpainting and image denoising are not same. Below figure shows the difference between both.
Figure 1. Difference between image denoising and image inpainting
Image inpainting can use for privacy protection. Many video obfuscation techniques are available [28, 13] in which one can remove objects from given video frame. Below diagram shows one such example presented in [18] .
Figure 2. Image inpainting application for video presented in [18]
Paper is organized as follow. Section 2 contain different inpainting algorithms. In section 3 we have given a brief idea of video image inpainting, how to check or evaluate quality of inpainted image is explained in section 4, and here in section 5 we have briefly explain some of the recent work in this field. Finally section 6 contain conclusion and future work. 
INPAINTING ALGORITHMS

Texture synthesis based image inpainting
In this method, holes are filled by sampling and copying neighboring pixels [2, 7, 9] . Main difference between different texture based algorithms is how they maintain continuity between hole's pixel and original image pixels. This method is only work for selected number of images, not with all. Yamauchi et.al presented algorithm which generate texture under different brightness condition and work for multi resolution [11] .Bergen proposed algorithm where matching texture is synthesized from target texture [7] .Fast synthesizing algorithm presented in [2] , uses image quilting (stitching small patches of existing images). 
Exemplar and search based image inpainting
This method is very effective and use Isophote driven Inpainting and texture synthesis proposed by Criminisi et.al [1] . In this algorithm priority based mechanism is used to determine order of region filling. This method work very good for large number of images. It uses good texture and structure replication. Problems with this method is, curved structure are not handle properly and biasing in due to incorrect selection of patches.
In [6] Fang et.al presented one algorithm by combining direction measure with texture synthesis based technique presented in [4] . In algorithm presented by drori etal [12] to find unknown region, iterative approximation used. Till now to fill the hole in image one use same image pixels only but hays et.al [14] gives the concept of using millions of images as the database for filling hole. The nearest and perfect match for the image is obtain by database searching.
Below we have shown figure adopted from [14] which given an idea how searching technique work. Position blending process can also be used with searching technique to fill hole. 
PDE based inpainting
First PDE base approach given by Bertalmio et.al [21] . It uses the concept of isophotes (linear edges of surrounding area) and diffusion process. Main problem with this method is that due to blurring effect of diffusion process replication of large texture is not perform well. Pixels on edges are also not handled properly. 
Hybrid Inpainting
In this method, PDE and texture synthesis based inpainting methods are combined for filling holes. Here main goal is to decompose image into texture and structure region. Then corresponding regions are filled by texture synthesis and edge propagating algorithms respectively [22] . It require more computational time for large holes. Structure completion through segmentation based inpainting technique is found in [16] . Segmentation algorithm used in this method is presented in [31] .
VIDEO INPAINTING
Main applications of video inpainting is in video modification for privacy protection [28] , video error concealment in video transmission, video stabilization, multimedia editing and visualization. Normal method to do video inpainting is to treat video as number of frames and applying image inpainting in all frames. Problem with this method is, one cannot utilize the temporal redundancy present in video frames. First method for video which is PDE based was proposed by Bertalmio et.al and uses Navier-Stokes equation. It does not consider temporal redundancy. A space time patch model was proposed by Cheung et.al which was based on probabilistic learning with applications to inpainting. Video inpainting algorithm is proposed by Patwardhan et al. [19] which was a modified version of priority based exemplar approach proposed in [1] . A scheme for video has been proposed in [32] which is based on motion layer estimation. The method followed by motion compensation and texture completion. Same kind of algorithm for perspective camera under constrained motion is proposed recently. Object-based inpainting system which utilizes a user supported segmentation to inpaint holes in foreground regions is proposed by Jiaya et.al [17] which contain cyclic motions. Similar technique which use nonparametric texture synthesis coupled with graph cuts and mean shift tracking to bounds search space has been proposed [30].
PARAMETERS FOR INPAINTING ALGORITHM EVALUATION
For find out or compare the quality of different inpainting algorithms, not much research has been done. Initially algorithms were compared based on their capability to handle big fill areas, how good algorithm in curved structures, texture replication capability, time taken and algorithm work for how many images etc. [21] . Some time images are converted in RGB to compare their visual quality. In [8] they have used PSNR (Pick signal to noise ratio) and MSE (Mean squared error) for comparing inpainting algorithms. Some time domain of original image is also considered for comparison. Below figure adopted from [27] shows domain shape based quality checking. Nowadays parameter used to check the quality of inpainting algorithm is to check how inpainted image closer to original image. Ardi [25] very recently analyze the visual salience map generated by a computational vision model [20] ). They relate it to the perceptual quality of image inpainting. 
RECENT WORK
We have studied some recent research paper in detain. In this section we have describe all that and show the results achieved by these papers.
In [24] authors presented TV based texture inpainting algorithm which simultaneously inpaints structures and textures of damaged images. Their algorithm decomposes image into two parts. They inpaint the cartoon image part firstly using boundary reconstruction. Then they use texture synthesis to texture image part guided by boundary reconstruction. Their algorithm gives good results for texture with complex structure. Below we have shown the result produce by their algorithm. They have compare it with M.Bertalmio(indicated " [1] " in figure) and with crimini.
Figure 5. Result and comparison of algorithm presented in [24]
Inpainting algorithm based on directional mean filters is presented in [10] . Fast exemplar based algorithm presented in [3] . Their approach can inpaint large regions. Algorithm presented in paper is "is to find examples (i.e. patches) from the image and replace the lost data with it". Their technique can be used in restoring old photographs or damaged film. It can also remove superimposed text like dates, subtitles etc.; or even entire objects from the image like microphones or wires to produce special effects. Result is given below. In figure In [26] new image inpainting method based on exemplarbased image inpainting idea by Curvature-Driven Diffusion (CDD) model is presented. Their method can effectively prevent the "garbage" from producing during the process of inpainting, which is a common problem faced in other methods. Results are below. Here " [7] " is A. Criminisi, P. Pérez, K. Toyama. Region filling and object removal by exemplar-based image inpainting and " [10] " is H. J. Peng, W. X. Hou, N. S. Gong. An improved exemplar-based inpainting method for object remove. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Image inpainting is recently very important research area in the field of image processing. Still many work on images and on videos can be done. The applications as we have listed are many of inpainting algorithms. In future we would like to implement all recent algorithm presented by us and would like to compare them. We would like to improve those algorithm if possible and would like to propose our new inpainting algorithm.
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